
The Approach

Workshops allow our team to collaborate with your subject matter experts and 
business stakeholders to get the most out of your software investment. Some 
key workshop activities include:

> A discovery session to understand the business requirements for cloud and 
containers

> An architectural workshop to understand IT infrastructure goals, whether 
on-premise, cloud, or hybrid

> An outline of your use cases

> A discussion of IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation as it relates to 
business and IT goals

> Collaboratively mapping the system capabilities to your goals and 
processes

Getting Started

Genus’s IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation Jumpstart Program may be 
customized for your organization’s specific needs. A Statement of Work will 
further define the deliverables, timelines, and costs.

Deliverables

>  Architectural and implementation plan

>  Deployment of IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation into one non-
production environment

>  Configuration of a pilot solution

>  Documentation that details the pilot project

Benefits

> Architectural and implementation plan

> Documented details of the deployment

> Prove the concept and technology for:

• Rapid deployment of FileNet P8 Platform

• Improved patching and component upgrades

• Dynamic scalability

• Improved resiliency
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IBM Cloud Pak for Business 

Automation is a comprehensive 

software  platform designed to help 

organizations solve the toughest 

operational challenges. Often, the 

biggest questions are “where do I 

start?” and “what kind of resources 

do we need?”. That’s where the 

Genus Jumpstart Program comes in.  

The Genus Jumpstart Program will 

give momentum to your cloud and 

container journey. The pilot program 

will get the first implementation into 

a non-production environment and 

will serve as a test and catalyst for 

moving to production.




